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 cfg file, as shown below. The AmmoboxnAdd is a container object that holds the key required for adding a scoreboard value to your Ammobox addon. The key is "AmmoboxNamedAmmoboxnAdd" which is set to "AmmoboxAddonNamed[somename].cfg" where somename is the name of the scoreboard you wish to use. Currently, the only valid values for somename are "ScoreboardValue" and
"ScoreboardMenu". If you wish to add a scoreboard value to the Ammobox addon under a different name, you will need to change the name of "AmmoboxAddonNamed[somename].cfg" to be "AmmoboxAddonNamed[newname].cfg" where newname is the name you wish to use. You will then need to change the calls in your Ammobox.lua file to match. Now that you have the container object set up,

let's look at the AmmoboxInit method. This is the method that you should include in the Ammobox.lua file that is located in the Ammobox/main_addon folder. The AmmoboxInit method should start by loading in the object. This can be done in three different ways. The first is to use the object id directly. The second is to use the container object that was setup earlier in this tutorial. Lastly, you can
use the container object that is defined in the AmmoboxnAdd: 0 = ["AmmoboxInit",[this,true]] spawn BIS_fnc_arsenal; statement. The method should then loop through all Ammobox objects that are defined on the AmmoboxInit: You can then add the value of your choice by using the following loop statement. If your Ammobox object defines a type, you will need to use the appropriate arguments

for the definition in your Ammobox.lua file. If you define a type, you will also need to use the Ammobox_SetType() method on the Ammobox object. 82157476af
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